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Data Basics for Research
DATABASE(ics)
Beth Karoly – Data Quality Manager,
Information Services

Steve Milinchuk – Database Manager,
Community Health and Health Studies

Who We Are
■
■
■
■

Largest academic community
hospital in PA
Largest Level 1 Trauma
Center in PA
Certified Stroke Center
Employees – 9,656
Medical Staff – 1,100+
Nurses – 2,334

■

Magnet Hospital
■ 154,792 ED visits /
63,743 admissions
■ 988 acute care beds
■ 3 hospital campuses
■ Revenues over
$1 Billion

Welcome!
■

Important ....Please review any and all
policies applicable to the collection, storage,
life cycle, distribution of research data and
associated IRB/ HIPAA policies designed to
protect study participant information prior to
collection/ abstracting of information. Please
ask questions, and seek help with policies.

What Is The Goal?
■

Common language definitions for the data
user.
■ Brief introduction to the Preparation, Design,
and Collection of data for research.
■ To give you a fundamental understanding of
the linkage between database structure and
research design.

Common Language

What does that mean?
■

■
■
■

Data - factual information (as measurements or statistics) used as a
basis for reasoning, discussion, or calculation. Information in electronic
form that can be digitally transmitted or processed.*
Database - A comprehensive collection of related data organized for
convenient access. *
Data Set - A data file, extraction or collection of interrelated data. *
Data Stewardship – process that provides accountability for the
management, definition, creation and usage of data assets
–
–
–

■

Data owner - person accountable for data accuracy, integrity and timeliness
Data Steward – person responsible for the integrity and release of information
Knowledge worker – they produce and use the information from the data

Data Dictionary - A basic data dictionary is a list of variable names,
location and what the data “means”. (How is the data related to other
elements)
–

Enterprise Data Catalog - Web based tool designed to provide information on data
elements. Found on the intranet: intranet/resources/applications/enterprise data
catalog

*http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/data

Common Database Types
■

Operational database - These databases store detailed data about

the operations of an organization. They are typically organized by
subject matter, process relatively high volumes of updates using
transactions. Essentially every major organization on earth uses such
databases.
■ Data warehouse - Data warehouses archive historical data from
operational databases. Often operational data undergoes
transformation on its way into the warehouse, getting summarized,
reclassified, etc. The warehouse becomes the central source of data for
use by managers and other end-users who may not have access to
operational data.
■ Analytical database - Analysts may do their work directly against a
data warehouse, or create a separate analytic database for Analytical
Processing.
■ End-user database - These databases consist of data developed by
individual end-users.

Preparation

What a Good Literature Review
Can Do For Your Data?
Published Studies Can:
■

Give you ideas about previous designs to study the
question you have.
■ Give you ideas about the number of subjects you will
need (Size of data set/Structure of data set.)
■ Give you information regarding effect size of the
treatment and the variability of the outcome. (Power)
■ Primary sources are original, un-interpreted
information.
■ Secondary sources interpret, analyze or summarize.

If You Intend To Publish…
You don’t want to do a study with an inferior design or
less control than what has been published.
■ You don’t want to study a smaller population than
what has been done before unless you are adding
some new twist.
■ Avoid an exact replication of previous work unless:
■

– There are studies that disagree with each other and you
think you know why.
– You intend to add some variable or concept to expand or
further explain existing findings.

If You Plan On Repeating Previous
Work…
■

The data that you have need to be of the same
quality as other studies.
■ Collected at the same statistical level.
■ Not viewed as secondary data (data collected for
some other reason than what you need.)
■ Need reliability and validity indicators (are you sure
that coders/nurses see the same thing you do?)
■ Best if all the data reside in one system that is
linkable through relationships (data that reside on
one data system or better yet, one data file, are
better.)

Database Structure

Variable Names
(i.e. Naming Convention)
■

Sound database development includes naming
objects consistently.
■ Use letters and numbers only. Do not start with a
number or special character.
■ Clearly identify each object. Enables you to review
and troubleshoot a data set without having to decode
your own work.
■ Should mean something when possible.
■ More than one option means more than one variable
is needed. (Select all that apply….)
■ Coding of responses: Be Consistent!

Coding Responses
■

Use numeric values whenever possible.
(Quantitative Data)
■ Define Ranges. What do we do with these?
– Missing
– Not Applicable
– Errors/unclear data
■

Yes/No, higher numbers for better responses.
Negative outcome scores get the lowest
codes. This will help with aggregating the
data.

Common Data Types
Type

Advantages

Limitations

Uses

Defaults

Text

User friendly
Accepts all data
types

255 characters
Misspellings
Difficult to analyze

Names
Addresses
“Other”
responses

50
characters

Numeric

Analyzable
Quick data entry

Does not capture
leading zeroes
Not as easy to read

ID
Everything else

0
Long Integer

Date/Time

Analyzable
Can use input
mask for entry

Must enter dates in
format
No ambiguity

Dates & times

1900/2000

Yes/No
Checkbox

Easy to read

Only 2 responses
allowed, no missing

Check all that
apply

No,
Unchecked

What should the data look like?
■

What is the best source for the data?
– What data already exists? Make sure its there!
– What data needs to be collected? Stay focused!

■
■

Who will be using the data?
Orientation or structure of the data set?
– Each Database or Data Set is set up for a
specific purpose. What you include and
orientation/structure of the data will have an
impact on what you can and cannot do with the
information later on.
– Does the data happen one time or many times?

Flat Database vs Relational
Database


Flat database: (1 table)
–

–



Since real-life databases can have up to millions of
records – relational databases with smaller related tables
can become essential.
Stretch data across to create an easy file for analysis.

Relational database:
–
–

Use more than one table to decrease the amount of
redundant data.
A relationship works by matching data in key fields usually a field with the same name in both tables. In most
cases, these matching fields are the primary key from one
table, which provides a unique identifier for each record,
and a foreign key in the other table.

Should I use multiple tables?
■

Each table should focus on one topic and should
store only the data related to that topic.
■ All of the information should be closely related.
■ Reasons to divide data into multiple tables:
– To eliminate redundant information….reduces
data entry and potential for errors.
– Makes managing data easier. Increases the
versatility of the data. Large data sets are often
cumbersome to work with.
– Makes future changes in the database
easier….more accommodating.

Types of Relationships
■

One-to-One: Each record in the first table has a corresponding record in the
related table. This type of relationship is not common, because most information
related in this way would be in one table, You might use this method to divide a
table with many variables or isolate a portion of a table for security reasons.

PayRollData

HRData
Id

Id
FName

1 to 1

Shift

LName

PayRt

Addr

DptCode

City

Cost Center

State
Zip
Phone
HireDt

Types of Relationships.
■

One-to-Many: Exist when one of each data value in the common field of the first
table matches more than one of the values in the second table. This is the most
common type of table relationship.

ParkingData

HRData

Employee ID

Id
FName
LName
Addr

1 to Many

Parking Lot
Space Number

Desc

City
State
Zip
Phone
HireDt

**A single employee can be granted access to multiple lots.
Each Space is reserved for only one employee

Types of Relationships.
■

Many-Many: In a many-to-many relationship, a record in Table A can have
many matching records in Table B, and a record in Table B can have many
matching records in Table A. This type of relationship is only possible by defining
a third table (Junction Table) whose primary key consists of two fields - the
foreign key from both tables.

HRData
Id

FName

ParkingData
Employee ID

Many to Many

Parking Lot

LName

Space Number

Addr

Desc

City
State
Zip

Junction Table

Lot Details

Phone

Id

HireDt

Lot Number
Department

A single parking lot can have many employees. Each employee can be assigned to multiple parking lots.

Data Collection

General Rules of Data Collection
■

Make sure you collect all the data necessary to
do your study.
■ Collect data at the highest level possible.
(NOIR)
■ Use validated tools and validated data
collection methods whenever possible.
■ Choose data entry software that is flexible.

General Rules of Data Collection
(Continued)

■

Have people collect the data who are
competent in the subject being researched.
■ The orientation of the data in the database is
important. Get help and ask questions.
■ Look at the literature for advice on:
– Types of designs that have been published.
– Tools (instruments) that have been used. No
need to reinvent the wheel.
– Already validated.
– Well accepted.

Access

Access vs. Excel

Pros:
• Better at handling large amounts of related data, keeping and
organizing lists, and sharing data with other applications.
• Rows: Up to 2gb depends on number of variables and type.
500,000+ is no problem.
• Columns: 255 If need more the table can be split into two or
more and linked.
• Handles multiple users.
Cons:
• Limited calculation capabilities. In Access, performing
calculations involving relationships between records is very
difficult.
• No built-in spell check…tables.

Access vs. Excel

Excel
Pros:

• Excel is better at math, advanced calculations, and graphs. Excel has
many sophisticated mathematical processes "built-in”.
• Rows: 65536 per sheet.
• Columns: 255 Same as Access
• While you can set up a spreadsheet for sharing, it can be very difficult
for several people to be editing the same sheet at the same time.

Cons:
• Footprint is much larger.
• Limited database capabilities - cumbersome if you have relationships
between tables. Lack of user interface. Tasks that are minor in
Access, like adding or deleting records while maintaining the integrity
of the database at the same time, are fairly major ones in Excel.

Be Prepared For Things To Go
Wrong. Plan Ahead….
■

■
■

■
■

Train multiple people for all tasks.
Back up data files.
Collect data at the highest level possible.
Take advantage of technology.
Prepare a data lifecycle for after the
study period has expired.

… and if all fails, you still have the option to:

Beth Karoly – Data Quality Manager, Information Services
Elizabeth.Karoly@lvhn.org

Steve Milinchuk – Database Manager, Community Health and Health Studies
Steven.Milinchuk@lvhn.org

